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I Am A Human Man is a musical journey all over the comedy map. Follow Sen Cullen's meandering mind

on a voyage through an astonishing array of Musical Genre's from R&B to Anthem Rock with a little

German Disco just to keep you frightened. 20 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Musical Comedy, SPOKEN

WORD: Comedy Show all album songs: I Am A Human Man Songs Details: A new era of musical

comedy is dawning. I Am A Human Man is the new CD by comedian Sen Cullen. The veteran of Just For

Laughs, The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, Mad TV and Comedy Central has finally entered the recording

studio to distill his strangeness into the digital universe. With ten original music tracks ranging from

country to disco to epic rock, Sen takes listening humans on a roller coaster ride of sound and mind.

Collaborating with writing partner and producer Robbie Roth, currently a writer of musical theatre for

Broadway and the West End, Sen has developed these new songs over the last year using his onstage

talk show at the Drake Hotel Underground on Queen Street West in Toronto. The Sen Schau, an eclectic

mix of comedy, music and multimedia, has provided a fertile ground for Sens fevered imagination and the

result is the recording I Am A Human Man. With all new comedy and studio quality recording, this is the

album that Sen Cullen fans have been waiting for. Called the Miles Davis of improvised prose (The

Melbourne Age?), the last great Canadian Comedian (Macleans) and a sleep-deprived Steve Martin

(Time Magazine), Sen has finally found a producer and arranger worthy of his talents in Robbie Roth. I

Am A Human Man is an album for humans. The question is: Are you human enough for I Am A Human

Man? Or are you just another filthy cyborg from the future bent on humanitys destruction? The choice is

yours. Sen Cullen has been touring and performing as a comedian for the past 20 years. There are many

things that make him unique in the comedy world. He combines stream of consciousness improv with

uncanny mimicry and broad musical talents to create a style that is his and his alone. As a member of
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Corky and The Juice Pigs, a seminal group on the Canadian scene that has influenced comedy

performers as far away as Australia and the UK, Sen burst onto the scene in 1988. Over the next ten

years, The Pigs toured the world becoming fixtures of the Melbourne International Comedy Festival,

winning awards at the Edinburgh Fringe and performing at the Just for Laughs Festival in Montreal eight

times. The group was also featured on Fox's MAD TV and released two wide-selling comedy albums. In

1998, after eleven years in the group, Sen struck out on his own, defining his own solo style accompanied

by the musical talents of musician Dylan Goodhue. Sen has been featured in Time Magazine in the USA

as the vanguard of comedy's next generation. He has appeared on shows such as The Ellen Show with

Ellen Degeneres, multiple times on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno and The Late Late Show on CBS.

Sen has many comedy specials under his belt including Comedy Central Presents... Sen Cullen, CTV/

The Comedy Network's Gemini nominated Sen Cullen's Wood, Cheese  Children!, CBC's COMICS! and

his own special, SEAN CULLEN's Home for Christmas. Sen is a three time Gemini Award winner: in 2001

for his gala performance at Just for Laughs and in 2003 for hosting the 17th Annual Gemini Awards, and

in 2006 for hosting What Were They Thinking. In Canada you have seen him on CBC's Air Farce, TMN's

Slings  Arrows, CBC's The Sen Cullen Show and he is the voice of Canuckles on CBC's Maple Shorts.

Sen has also appeared in the critically acclaimed features Where the Truth Lies by Atom Egoyan, Saint

Ralph, and Phil The Alien where he won a Canadian Comedy Award for best Male Performance in a Film.

In 2004 Sen starred as Max Bialystock in a successful run in the Canadian production of Mel Brooks' The

Producers and toured parts of Canada and the U.S. with the Barenaked Ladies. Most recently, Sen's

second novel for young adults entitled Hamish X and the Hollow Mountain is now available in bookstores

across Canada as well as online at Amazon.ca. Sen can also be seen in the children's series Monster

Warriors, now in its second season on YTV. This summer Sen's one hour radio show entitled Simply Sen

will be returning for its third season on CBC Radio 1. I Am A Human is a must listen to for anyone who

enjoys Barenaked Ladies, Eddie Izzard, spot on impersonations and absurd/surreal comedy.
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